Introduction
The evolution of digital video industry is being driven by continuous improvements in processing performance, availability of higher-capacity storage and transmission mechanisms. Getting digital video from its source (a camera or a stored clip) to its destination (a display) involves a chain of components. Key to this chain are the processes of compression and decompression, in which bandwidth-intensive raw digital video is reduced to a manageable size for transmission or storage, then reconstructed for display (Richardson, 2003) . The early successes in the digital video industry were underpinned by international standard ISO/IEC 13818 (ISO/IEC, 1995) , popularly known as MPEG-2. Anticipation of a need for better compression tools has led to the development of the new generation H.264/AVC video standard. The H.264/AVC is aiming to do what previous standards did in a more efficient, robust and practical way, supporting widespread types of conversational (bidirectional and real-time video telephony, videoconferencing) and no conversational (broadcast, storage and streaming) applications for a wide range of bitrates over wireless and wired transmission networks (Joch et al., 2002) . The H.264/AVC has been designed with the goal of enabling significantly improved compression performance relative to all existing video coding standards (Joch et al., 2002) . Such a standard uses advanced compression techniques that in turn, require high computational power (Alvarez et al., 2005) . For a H.264 encoder using all the new coding features, more than 50% average bit saving with 1-2 dB PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) video quality gain are achieved compared to previous video encoding standards (Saponara et al., 2004) . However, this comes with a complexity increase of a factor 2 for the decoder and larger than one order of magnitude for the encoder (Saponara et al., 2004) . Implementing a H.264/AVC video encoder represents a big challenge for resourceconstrained multimedia systems such as wireless devices or high-volume consumer electronics since this requires very high computational power to achieve real-time encoding. While the basic framework is similar to the motion compensated hybrid scheme of previous video coding standards, additional tools improve the compression efficiency at the expense of an increased implementation cost. For this, the exploration of the compression efficiency versus implementation cost is needed to provide early feedbacks on the standard bottlenecks and select the optimal use of its coding features. The objective of this chapter is to perform a high-level performance analysis of a H.264/AVC video encoder to evaluate its compression efficiency versus its implementation complexity and to highlight important properties of the H.264/AVC framework allowing for complexity reduction at the high system level. The complexity analysis focus mainly on computational processing time measures with instruction-level (Kuhn et al., 1998) profiling on a general purpose CISC Pentium processor. Processing time metrics are completed by memory cost measures as this have a dominant impact on the cost-effective realization of multimedia systems for both hardware and software based platforms (Catthoor et al., 2002) , (Chimienti et al., 2002) . Actually, when combining the new coding features, the implementation complexity accumulates, while the global compression efficiency becomes saturated (Saponara et al., 2004) . To find an optimal balance between the coding efficiency and the implementation cost, a proper use of the AVC tools is needed to maintain the same coding performance as the most complex coding parameters configuration (all tools on) while considerably reducing complexity. In this chapter, we will cover major H.264 encoding tools. Each new tool is typically tested independently comparing the performance and complexity of a complex configuration to the same configuration minus the tool under evaluation. The coding performance is reported in terms of PSNR and bit rate, while the complexity is estimated as the total computational execution time of the application and the maximum memory usage allocated by the source code. Absolute complexity values of the obtained cost-efficient configuration of the H.264 encoder shall confirm the big challenge of its costeffective implementation using of a well-defined multiprocessor approach to share the encoding time between several embedded processors. The chapter is organized as follows. The next section provides an overview of the new H.264 technical features. Section 3 defines the adopted experimental environment. The coding performance and complexity of the H.264 major encoding tools are evaluated in section 4. Section 5 shall give the complexity analysis, memory and task level profiling of an obtained cost-efficient configuration. Section 6 discusses some aspects related to previous parallelization studies for an efficient parallel implementation of this standard on a given multiprocessor platform.
Fig. 1. H.264 /AVC video encoder block diagram
An input frame or field Fn is processed in units of a macro-block (MB). Each MB is encoded in intra or inter mode and, for each block in the MB, a prediction PRED (marked 'P' in figure1) is formed based on reconstructed picture samples. In Intra mode, PRED is formed from spatially neighboring samples in the current slice that have previously been encoded, decoded and reconstructed (uF'n in the figure1 note that unfiltered samples are used to form PRED). The encoding process chooses which and how neighboring samples are used for Intra prediction, which is simultaneously conducted at the encoder and decoder using the transmitted Intra prediction side information (Malvar et al., 2003) . In Inter mode, PRED is formed by motion-compensated prediction from one or multiple reference picture(s) selected from the set of reference pictures. In the figure1, the reference picture is shown as the previous encoded picture F'n-1 but the prediction reference for each MB partition (in inter mode) may be chosen from a selection of past or future pictures (in display order) that have already been encoded, reconstructed and filtered. The prediction PRED is subtracted from the current block to produce a residual difference block Dn that is transformed (using a block transform) and quantized to give X, a set of quantized transform coefficients which are reordered and entropy encoded. The entropy-encoded coefficients, together with side information required to decode each block within the MB (prediction modes, quantization parameter, motion vector information, etc.) form the compressed bit stream which is passed to a Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) for transmission or storage. As well as encoding and transmitting each block in a MB, the encoder decodes (reconstructs) it to provide a reference for further predictions. The coefficients X are scaled (Q-1) and inverse transformed (T-1) to produce a difference block D'n. The prediction block PRED is added to D'n to create a reconstructed block uF'n a decoded version of the original block (u indicates that it is unfiltered). A filter is applied to reduce the effects of blocking distortion and the reconstructed reference picture is created from a series of blocks F'n.
Main innovations in comparison to previous standards
The basic functional elements of H.264 /AVC presented in figure1 represent a similar set of the generic DPCM/DCT (Richardson, 2003) coding and decoding functions of earlier standards. The H.264 provides higher coding efficiency through added features and www.intechopen.com functionality that in turn entails additional complexity. Here we present a summary of the most relevant key features for the performance of this standard. First, the motion compensation model supports the use of multiple reference frames for prediction with a weighted combination of the prediction signals. Also, it introduces variable block-size motion compensation with small block sizes that range from 16x16 up to 7 modes including 16x8, 8x16, 8x8, 8x4, 4x8 and 4x4 pixel blocks. Motion vectors can be specified with higher spatial accuracy with quarter-pixel and eighth-pixel instead of halfpixel accuracy. In order to estimate and compensate fractional-pel displacements, the image signal of the reference image has to be generated on sub-pel positions by interpolation. Pixel interpolation is based on a finite impulse response (FIR) filtering operation: 6 taps for the quarter resolution and 8 taps for the eighth one (Schäfer et al., 2003) . A rate-distortion (RD) Lagrangian technique optimizes both motion estimation and coding mode decisions. Moreover, an adaptive deblocking filter is added to reduce visual artifacts produced by the block-based structure of the coding process (Ostermann et al., 2004) . For the intra-frame prediction, in contrast to previous video coding standards where prediction is conducted in the transform domain, prediction in H.264/AVC is always conducted in the spatial domain by referring to neighboring samples of already coded blocks (Schäfer et al., 2003) . Two classes of intra coding modes are supported. When using the INTRA-4x4 class, each 4x4 block of the luma component utilizes one of nine prediction modes. Beside DC prediction, the standard supports eight directional prediction modes involving linear combinations of the samples. For the INTRA 16x16 classes, four prediction modes are supported (ISO/IEC, 2003) . The concept of Bipredictive (B) slices is generalized in H.264/AVC. B slices use a similar macroblock partitioning as for the Predicted (P) slices. This includes the Intra 4x4, the intra 16x16 all the inter 16 x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8, 8x4, 4x8 and 4x4 modes. B slices are coded in a manner in which some macroblocks may use a weighted average of two distinct motion compensated prediction values, for building the prediction signal. Generally, B slices utilize two distinct reference picture buffers referred as the first and the second reference picture buffer, respectively. Four different types of inter prediction are supported: list0, list1, bipredictive, and direct prediction. List 0 or List 1 prediction indicates that the prediction signal is formed by motion compensation from a picture of the first respectively the second reference buffer. In the bi-predictive mode, the prediction signal is formed by a weighted average of a motion-compensated list 0 and list 1 prediction signal. The direct prediction mode is inferred from previously transmitted syntax elements and can be either list 0 or list1 prediction or bi-predictive (Schäfer et al., 2003) . For the (T) transform, H.264/AVC employs a purely integer spatial approximation discrete cosine transform (DCT). This transform basically works on 4x4 shapes, as opposed to the conventional floating-point 8x8 DCT specified with rounding error tolerances that is used in earlier standards. The small size helps to reduce blocking and ringing artifacts, while the precise integer specification eliminates any mismatch between the encoder and decoder in the inverse transform (Ostermann et al., 2004) . For the quantization (Q) of transform coefficients, H.264/AVC uses scalar quantization. The quantization step size is chosen by a so called quantization parameter QP which supports 52 different quantization parameters. One of 52 quantizers is selected for each macroblock by the Quantization Parameter (QP). The quantizers are arranged so that there is an increase of approximately 12.5% in the quantization step size when incrementing the QP by one (Malvar et al., 2003) .
Finally, H.264/AVC specifies two alternative methods of entropy coding: a low-complexity technique based on the usage of context-adaptively switched sets of variable length codes, so-called CAVLC, and the computationally more demanding algorithm of context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC). Both methods represent major improvements in terms of coding efficiency compared to the techniques of statistical coding traditionally used in prior video coding standards (Ostermann et al., 2004) .
Experimental environment
The complexity of the H.264 video encoder application depends on the algorithm, the encoding option tools, the input sequences and the architecture in which it is implemented. For making a complete analysis of the effect of the encoding option parameters on performance and complexity of a H.264 video encoding application, the JM encoder software reference version 10.2 is used with main profile @ level 4 (JM 10.2, 2005) . Measurements have been done on a General-Purpose Processor (GPP) platform based on an INTEL Centrino 1.6 GHZ running a Linux operating system. The encoding option parameters are representative of the standard encoding new tools. For this analysis, each coding tool is tested independently comparing the performance and complexity of a complex configuration to the same configuration minus the tool under evaluation. For the starting complex configuration, a full search algorithm for motion estimation is fixed, P (predicted) and B (Bi predicted) frame weighted prediction is used, motion vectors fractional pixel accuracy is applied with variable block sizes supported (7 motion compensation block types) and multi-frame references fixed to 5. A loop filter and Hadamard transform are used. The Rate-Distortion (R-D) optimization technique with an explicit Lagrangian parameter selection is activated. The input search range is fixed to 32, and the quantization parameter (QP) values is fixed to 28 for I and P slices, 30 for B slices and 29 for B reference slices. For B frame generalization, only one reference is used for list0 and list1. Motion estimation based on the spatial direct and bi-predictive modes is thus activated. The CABAC entropy method is used. For video streaming and video conferencing applications, we used popular test video sequences in the Common Intermediate Format (CIF, 352 × 288 picture elements) and in the Quarter Common Intermediate Format (QCIF, 176×144 picture elements). 7 test sequences in a 4:2:0 YUV format with different grades of motion characteristics and frame rate (trace.eas, n.d.) are used as given in table1. "Bridge far", "container" and "Mother & Daughter" offer a wide variety of video QCIF content occurring in low-bit-rate applications of tens of Kbps. "Foreman" is a good medium complexity QCIF test sequence for medium bit rate applications of hundreds of Kbps. The CIF version of "Paris" and "Bridge close" are useful test cases for middle-rate applications. Finally, "Mobile" is a high-complexity CIF sequence with lot of movements including rotation and is a good test for high-rate applications of thousands of Kbps.
H.264/AVC performance and complexity parametric analysis
In this section, the coding performance and complexity of the H.264 major encoding tools are evaluated. The coding performance is reported in terms of PSNR and bit rate output, while the complexity metrics focus mainly on the amount of computing time required to encode a given test sequence on the used GPP platform. As motion estimation is the most important computing part of the encoder, the computing complexity of this module is particularly noted for all the experimented simulations. Processing time metrics are completed by memory cost measures as this have a dominant impact on the cost-effective realization for both hardware and software based platforms.
Sequence
Format ( 
Coding structures influence evaluation
The influence of the different H.264 encoding structures, including the classical coding types and the advanced pyramid coding structures is analyzed. In this section, only the first 150 frames of all the test sequences are used. This shall provide the best optimal coding order for the best encoding performance. The used structures are described as follows:  An I-P-P-P-P… coding and display order using P only coding,  an I-B-P-B-P… coding order with one non reference B slice,  an I-B-B-P-B-B-P… coding order with 2 non reference B slices,  an I0-P4-RB2-B1-B3-P8… coding order with 3 level pyramid using 3 B pictures (3L3B),  an I0-P6-RB2-RB4-B1-B3-B5-P12… coding order with 3 level pyramid using 5 B pictures (3L5B),  an I0-P8-RB2-RB4-RB6-B1-B3-B5-B7-P16.. coding order with 3 level pyramid using 7 B pictures (3L7B),  an I0-P8-RB4-RB2-RB6-B1-B3-B5-B7-P16.. coding order with 4 level pyramid using 7 B pictures (4L7B),  and an I0-P12-RB6-RB3-B1-B2-B4-B5-RB9-B7-B8-B10-B11-P24… coding order with 4 level pyramid using 11 B pictures (4L11B). Bit rate output performance results are presented in figure 2 for four selected sequences. This figure indicates clearly that the bit rate output is significantly improved using reference B slices (up to 35% bit rate reduction with one non reference B slice and 15% more bit rate reduction with two non reference B slices for the CIF version of "Bridge-close"). The bit rate output and the PSNR video quality are better using Pyramid structures compared to the classical coding structures (between 5 and 10% bit rate reduction with a light PSNR improvement with 3L3B, and much better with 3L5B and 3L7B). For this, making the use of these pyramid structures is interesting. According to the obtained results, the best structure in term of coding performance is 3Level-7B pyramid. However, compared to 3Level-5B pyramid structure, the 3Level-7B requires more computational time for practical the same performance. Thus, to achieve the best performance with a minimum complexity, the 3Level-5B pyramid is preferred. The 4Level-7B pyramid and the 4Level-11B pyramid don't appear to provide any additional performance compared to the 3Level-5B pyramid as a small performance loss in bit rate is observed. Given these obtained results, it is clear that the 3Level-5B hierarchical coding order offers the best performance/complexity values. Given this, the 3Level-5B is the adopted structure for the starting complex configuration.
Performance and computing complexity of the reference configuration
Performance and computing complexity of the H.264 complex reference encoder configuration is first estimated for all the test sequences of table 1. Results of this analysis are reported in table 2 as the total processing time, the motion estimation ME time, the bit rate output, and the luminance PSNR values. The PSNR values, given in dB, are representative of the obtained encoding performance. More the PSNR value is high, more the image quality and the encoding performance are better. Given these results, it is obtained that even for the low-bit-rate QCIF "bridge far" sequence, the time required to compute the encoding algorithms on the GPP platform is of 5137.08 second. The associated encoding performance in frames per second is of 0.41 fps. Really, this is too far from a real time video encoding performance of 25 frames per second. As a consequence, an optimal selection of the new coding tools can allow for roughly the same performance as for the complex reference configuration but with a considerable complexity reduction.
Performance and computing complexity of major encoding tools
This section presents a performance and computing complexity analysis of some major encoding tools. The considered tools are the search size, the variable block size, the multiple reference frames, the fractional pixel accuracy, and the bi-prediction motion estimation. The efficiency of the fast motion estimation algorithms, the R-D Lagrange technique, the Hadamard transform and the entropy coding techniques are also evaluated. To find an optimal trade-off between coding efficiency and implementation complexity, the effect of each coding tool is tested separately in comparison with the fixed reference configuration. We will observe varying complexity values at a gain in the obtained video quality and bitrate output. 
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Full/Fast full motion estimation
The full Search motion estimation is reported to be the most-consuming part of the entire encoding process (Pascalis et al., 2004) . For this, several fast motion estimation algorithms have been proposed (Pascalis et al., 2004) , (Chen et al., 2002) . In our case, the efficiency of the UMHexagonS fast search algorithm (Chen et al., 2002) is analyzed in comparison with the full search estimation scheme. The obtained results of this analysis are reported in table 3. It is clear from table 3 that using the UMHexagonS search method we got a very slight bit rate and PSNR degradations in comparison with a full search algorithm. But, this comes with up to 45% of computation time complexity reduction. Thus, as the fast full search technique considerably improves the coding complexity without a notable loss in video quality and bit rate for all test sequences, the UMHexagonS will be adopted as a fast motion estimation scheme.
Search range
The influence of the search range (SR) window is evaluated for different SR values. The obtained results are given in table 4 as the total processing time, the bit rate output, and PSNR values. As shown in table 4, an important complexity reduction is obtained using a search range of 8 compared to 16 and 32 values, at a cost of a negligible loss in bit rate and video quality. For consequence and for a cost-efficient configuration, a search range of 8 is chosen.
Variable block sizes
The influence of three block size modes is evaluated. The first mode is with 7 block sizes activated (16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8, 8x4, 4x8, and 4x4), the second is with 4 (16x16, 16x8, 8x16, and 8x8), and the third is with only one 16x16 block size. As presented in table 5, supporting all the seven block sizes increases the computational complexity especially for the motion estimation module, at a gain in the coding efficiency. Compared, with the 4 block size (16x16, 16x8, 8x16, and 8x8), we got a light video quality degradation with a negligible loss in bit rate (negligible loss for the QCIF version of "bridge far" and less than 2.5% for the CIF version of "mobile"), but with a 10% average complexity reduction. With only one 16x16 block size mode, we got more significant video quality degradation compared to that with four block sizes, but with an encoding time further reduced 10% average. These results confirm that block sizes smaller than 8x8 (i.e. the seven block size mode on) do not provide significant benefits compared with the 4 block size mode. However, with the use of only 16x16 block size, the encoding performance is significantly decreased. For consequence, to reduce the implementation complexity while maintaining the same encoding performance, the 4 block size mode is adopted. Table 5 . Performance and complexity results for motion compensation blocks sizes
Multiple reference frames
Results concerning the influence of the multiple reference frame option are reported in table 6. Using this table, we observe for example for the CIF "bridge close" an increase of 43% bit rate for a reference frame number reduction from 5 to 1. This goes also for the QCIF "Foreman" video sequence with a 50% of bit rate increase for also a reference frame reduction from 5 to 1. However, with the use of only 3 reference frames, we observe a slight gain in the computational complexity and less than 5% bit rate increase with a little video quality degradation. Thus, using only 3 reference frames leads to a somewhat computational burden decrease without a noticeable coding efficiency degradation compared to that obtained with 5 reference frames. However, using only one reference frame leads to a sensible loss in coding performance with a slight complexity reduction. Thus, the optimal reference frame number is fixed to 3 for an optimized configuration.
RD-Lagrangian optimization
The R-D optimization is the criterion for selecting the best coding mode. It evaluates the cost of every possible coding mode, considering the balance of the distortion and the number of consumed bits. The obtained mode with the smallest cost will be considered as the best coding mode. As presented in table 7, the R-D Lagrangian technique gives a substantial compression efficiency improvement at a double complexity cost. The encoder without RD optimization is about 2~3 times faster and gives a noticeable loss in bit rate-distortion compared to the case with an RD-Lagrangian technique enabled (an average of 40% in bit rate increase in case of QCIF "bridge far" sequence, as described in table 7). While the considerable computational complexity required by the R-D optimization, it is a very www.intechopen.com important tool of the JM reference software. As our objective is to obtain comparable performance as for the reference configuration, this option will be maintained.
Hadamard transform
A Hadamard transform may be used to improve the error cost functions performance such as the sum of absolute differences (SAD). However, given the obtained results of PSNR-Y -0,14 -0,45 -0,12 -0,05 0 -0,34 -0,24 Table 9 . Performance and complexity results for fractional pixel motion compensation accuracy
Fractional pixel motion compensation
According to table 9, disabling the fractional pixel motion compensation accuracy option results in a significant increase of the bit rate output (more than 30% of bit rate increase for the QCIF "foreman" sequence and about 63% for CIF "mobile" sequence), with a light video quality degradation and a 5% average gain in complexity reduction. Thus, in order to maximize the coding performance, the fractional pixel accuracy option should be activated.
Bi-prediction motion estimation
Given results of table 10, disabling the bi-prediction motion estimation tool leads to a 20% average complexity reduction, without any noticeable coding efficiency degradation in terms of bit rate output and PSNR video quality. Thus, the use of bi-prediction motion estimation does not provide any significant improvement in the compression efficiency for all the tested CIF and QCIF sequences. So, the bi-prediction motion estimation option shall be disabled.
Entropy coding
Given the results of table 11, it is clear that the CABAC entropy coding method provides noticeable gains in coding efficiency. Typically, it offers, for many sequences, between 5 to 10 percent efficiency gain and larger gains for higher resolution sequences. This comes with noticeable complexity drawbacks. However, The CAVLC entropy method offers much more implementation simplicity and offer about 25% of complexity reduction, with only a slight bit rate increase. Thus, for an optimized complexity configuration, CAVLC entropy coding method will be used. 
Memory cost analysis
The data dominance of a video system implies that the memory cost have a dominant impact on the realization efficiency (Denolf et al., 2002) . Application specific hardware implementations have to match memory system to the application. An efficient design flow uses this to reduce area and power. Thus, providing for the H.264/AVC a high level analysis of memory cost is essential to identify its resource requirements for hardware and software platforms. For each test sequence and for all the previously reported H.264 configurations, peak memory usage is measured using the "memprof" GNU profiler (memprof, n.d.). The obtained peak memory usage dependencies are reported in table 12. It is obtained that the encoder peak memory usage depends on the video format and linearly on the number of reference frames and the search size. The influence of the other coding tools and the input video characteristics is negligible. 
Complexity analysis of the optimized configuration
Given the previous analysis, the optimized configuration is presented as follows. A 3L5B pyramid coding structure, an UMHexagonS fast motion estimation scheme, a search range fixed to 8, 4 variable block sizes, 3 reference frames, R-D Lagrangian optimization activated, Hadamard transform disabled, motion vector fractional pixel accuracy enabled, P and B frames weighted prediction with bi-prediction motion estimation disabled, a QP value fixed to 28, and CAVLC entropy coding technique used.
Performance/computing time complexity
For this final configuration, the encoding performance and computing time complexity are obtained and given in table 13. In comparison with results of table 2, one order of magnitude in complexity reduction has been achieved with less than 10% average bit rate increase for all the CIF and QCIF used video test sequences. However, for this optimized configuration and even for the very low bit rate QCIF "bridge far" sequence, the time required to compute the encoding algorithms on the GPP platform is of 597.87 second. The associated complexity in frames per second is of 3.51 fps. Even with this configuration offering an optimal trade-off between coding efficiency and implementation complexity, we are still very far from a real time performance of 25 frames per second. Implementing this configuration of the encoder represents a big challenge for resource-constrained multimedia systems such as wireless devices or high-volume consumer electronics since this requires very high computational power to achieve real-time encoding. Table 13 . Performance/computing time complexity of the reference configuration
Memory profiling
For the optimized configuration, the peak memory cost is of 5.02 MB for the QCIF and 12.92 MB for the CIF sequences. Comparisons with MPEG 4 Part2, simple profile with a 16 search size, half pixel resolution and I and P pictures are provided in (Saponara et al., 2004) . For the memory usage, MPEG4 requires 2.97 MB for the QCIF and 9.88 for the CIF sequences. This result refers to no optimized MPEG4 source code. Applying platform independent memory optimizations through C level code transformations may be used to get a memory and algorithmic optimized version of the reference code. An example of such optimizations is applied in (Denolf et al., 2000) for an MPEG4 simple profile video decoder and in (Vleeschouwerand et al., 2001) for an encoder. By applying such optimization techniques, an optimized MPEG 4 simple profile is obtained using only 348.2 Kb of memory for CIF sequences (Vleeschouwerand et al., 2001) . This represents a memory decrease with a factor of 30. These memory optimizations can also be applied to our AVC optimized configuration. However, for the AVC case, the number of B frames is not limited to one B between two I/P frames, thus the memory compactation transformations used in (Vleeschouwerand et al., 2001 ) become invalid. Actually, even with possible optimizations, still around a minimum of few MB would be required, which is a problematic size for a realistic implementation. Memory profiling of this optimized configuration is shown in figure 3 . This figure presents the memory usage distribution over the main modules of the encoder. The "Init_Motion_Search_module" for the motion estimation is the most memory consuming with 67% of the total memory usage.
instruction-level profiling
For the 300 frames QCIF "Container" sequence and using the H.264/AVC encoder with the optimized configuration, we have performed an analysis of dynamic instruction distribution using the "Iprof" GNU profiler (Kuhn, 1999) . The obtained results are shown in the following figure 4. It is clear from this figure that the H.264/AVC is dominated by integer operations, most of them are add, sub and shift instructions. Given the lot of data transfer operations, there are more memory instructions (more of 41%) than effective computation ones. Taken that the instruction per cycle is given by IPC=InstCount/(Feq*ExecTime), for the used 1.6 GHz clock frequency GPP machine, and with an obtained number of instructions per frame of 598.55 106 (179565.059106 / 300), the obtained IPC is of 0.92. For a higher performance 3.0 GHz GPP machine, the necessary IPC for encoding H.264/AVC in real time should be 4.98. From these results we can note that even with a high frequency 3.0 GHz processor, approximately 5 instructions per cycle have to be executed to achieve H.264 real time encoding QCIF video sequences. Thus, using a single processor to real time encode H.264 bit streams may require a very high performance, high frequency super scalar processor. Such a choice is not suitable for embedded systems that have strict power and cost constraints. An alternative solution is to use a multiprocessor approach to share the encoding execution time between several embedded processors. The sequential encoder application has to be distributed using a parallel programming model over a multiprocessor architecture. Based on that, we can conclude that it is necessary to explore multiple ways of parallelization apart from SIMD extensions in order to achieve the required performance for real time operation. To find the best scheme for parallel code execution, profiling the execution of the obtained configuration shall identify the major application bottlenecks and the main subcomponents candidate for efficient parallelization.
Execution profiling
Typically, tasks will not need the same amount of processing time. Thus, a computational profiling should be considered to identify the most computationally-expensive tasks and to give a clear picture of the critical code parts candidate for task-level parallelization. After that, complex tasks may also be subdivided further into smaller ones, i.e. each slowest compute node must be split in a set of compute nodes with better execution values. For this, we have profiled the execution of the 300 frames of QCIF "Container" sequence with the "Gprof" GNU profiler (Graham et al., 1982) . The obtained results are reported in the following figure 5 in terms of the CPU time percentage spent in the execution of each module. The obtained profile shows that the motion estimation and compensation (MEC), DCT transform, the entropy coding, the rate-distortion optimization (RDO) intra/inter mode decision, and the intra-prediction modules are the most time-consuming modules. These tasks constitute the major bottlenecks of the encoder.
Parallelization of the H.264/AVC video encoder
In the previous sections, we motivated the implementation of H.264/AVC encoder application on a multiprocessor platform. Actually, using a single processor to real time encode H.264/AVC bit streams may require a high performance, high frequency super scalar processor. Such a choice is not suitable for systems that have strict power and cost constraints. For such case, it may be probably necessary to use some kind of multiprocessor approach to share the encoding application execution time between several processors. For the cost-efficient H.264/AVC parameters configuration, the obtained absolute complexity values and profiling analysis results confirmed the big challenge needed for a parallel multiprocessor execution. Parallelization consists in transforming the sequential encoding algorithms into concurrent tasks for execution in a multiprocessor system (Li et al., 2005) . The predominant forms of parallelism in such systems are data-level parallelism (DLP) and task-level parallelism (TLP). DLP is perhaps the most commonly used form of parallelism, implemented through vector or SIMD architectures. The benefits of TLP are achieved by distributing the workload of a single high performance processor among a number of slower and simpler processor cores. This requires first to split the algorithms into separate tasks that may be executed at the same time, then to establish the necessary inter-task communication using parallel programming model primitives (Youssef et al., 2004) . Generally, the parallel task execution is limited by data dependency between tasks. A data dependency means that one task needs the result of another one to be processed therefore limiting ways for parallelization (Pastrnak et al., 2006) . Given this, several multiprocessor and multi-threading encoding systems and parallel implementation methodologies have been proposed and discussed in many previous research studies (Gulati et al., 2005; Chen, 2004; Zhao, 2006; Sun, 2007) to find the best parallel execution scheme of the H.264/AVC video encoder for a chosen multiprocessor platform. Based on the performance results obtained in these previous works, and given our concern with resource constrained devices, we developed in a dedicated work a new highlevel independent target-architecture parallelization approach (Krichene Zrida et al., 2009) based on the use of the parallel streaming programming models of computation and the simultaneous exploration of the two predominant concepts of parallelism; the data-level partitioning and the task-level splitting and merging. The goal of this approach is to derive in a structured way a parallel model of the encoder with the best computation and communication workload balance. Based on this parallelization approach (Krichene Zrida et al., 2009) , a starting parallel model of the H.264/AVC reference encoder is first proposed. The implementation of this model is performed according to an appropriate programming strategy. According to the communication and computation concurrency properties of the implemented starting model, concurrency optimizations using task-merging and datapartitioning forms of parallelism have been considered. This resulted in an optimized parallel model with the best computation and communication workload balance. To evaluate the effectiveness of the optimized parallel model, the system-level Sesame/Artemis simulation framework (Coffland et al., 2003) has been used targeting multiple multiprocessor platforms (Krichene Zrida et al., 2010) . It has been shown that the encoding performance obtained, in terms of frames per second, are getting linearly better with the number of simulated processors (assumed to be MIPS R3000) as presented in the figure 6. In addition, the encoding performance results of this optimized parallel model have also been compared to those previously obtained using the data-level parallelization approaches proposed in (Zhao, 2006; Sun, 2007) . Results of this comparison are given in the table14. This table clearly shows that our solution (Krichene Zrida et al., 2009 ), based on simultaneous task and data level parallelism, has achieved better performance of the encoding process. Actually, using references (Zhao, 2006; Sun, 2007) , data splitting is performed respectively at the Macro-Blocks MBs row and MBs region communication granularity levels. But for our case, a more fine-grain Macro-Block communication granularity level is exploited. Thus, with a more fine grain data amount exchanged by the processors, our proposed approach is more appropriate for use in embedded multiprocessor SoC implementations having limited on-chip memory resources. (Zhao, 2006) Speedup in (Sun, Table 14 . Obtained Multiprocessor simulation results in comparison to those obtained in (Zhao, 2006; Sun, 2007) Finally it has been shown, for a four-processor platform with the common bus structure, that the computation cost is much more important than the time spent in reading/writing from/to the shared memory. The communication and computation loads are nearly balanced for all the used components, as shown in the figure 7. These results represent again a solid confirm of the good concurrency properties of the obtained optimized model. Fig. 7 . Reading-Writing/Execution/Idle statistics for the common-bus-based architecture However given the results of the figure 7, the times being idle are too much important in comparison with those being busy for all the architecture components. This has probably caused a substantial degradation of the final encoding performances. Given the important amount of data communicated between processes for the H.264/AVC encoding process, it is clear that the common memory bus structure constitutes a serious communication bottleneck. Actually, the very important data dependency between processors requires a potential memory access and allocation for the read/write operations. For a common-bus multiprocessor architecture, this causes a saturation of bus and thus a lot of time is spent in waiting to read/write data from/to other component. For further design space exploration and in order to reduce the communication bottleneck observed for the common-bus-based architecture, others inter processors communication structures and topologies need to be evaluated for a better encoding performance.
Number of processors
Conclusions
The H.264/AVC has been designed with the goal of enabling significantly improved compression performance relative to all existing video coding standards. Implementing a H.264 video encoder represents a big challenge for resource-constrained multimedia systems such as wireless devices or high-volume consumer electronics since this requires very high computational power to achieve real-time encoding. In this chapter, a high-level performance analysis of a H.264 video encoder is first performed to find an optimal balance between the coding efficiency and the implementation cost allowing for a complexity reduction at the high system level.
For an optimal use of the AVC tools, the best configuration parameters are obtained. For this cost-efficient configuration, the absolute complexity values, the memory and task level profiling results confirmed the big challenge needed for its effective implementation. For such implementation, a multiprocessor approach is needed to share the encoding application execution time between several processors for achieving better execution performances and real time encoding.
